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ABSTRACT
Typing characteristics on smartphones can provide clues
for emotion detection. Collecting large volumes of typing
data is also easy on smartphones. This motivates the use of
Deep Neural Network (DNN) to determine emotion states
from smartphone typing. In this work, we developed a DNN
model based on typing features to predict four emotion states
(happy, sad, stressed, relaxed) and investigate its perfor-
mance on a smartphone. The evaluation of the model in
a 3-week study with 15 participants reveals that it can reli-
ably detect emotions with an average accuracy of 80% with
peak CPU utilization less than 15%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ubiquitous presence of smartphones in our daily life
makes it a suitable platform for inferring human emotion
[5]. Of different activities performed on a smartphone, text
input is a significant proportion, as well as, carries emotion
signatures. Collecting typing data is also low overhead in
terms of energy, thus encouraging investigations of typing
based emotion detection on smartphones [2, 3]. Deep Neural
Networks (DNN) has come up as an effective tool in identi-
fying patterns, such as in facial expression detection, image
recognition, health monitoring [1, 4]. We pose the question
whether it is suitable for emotion recognition from typing
on smartphones?

DNN models require large volume of data for training. As
instant messaging apps are used frequently, it provides the
opportunity to collect large data. In DeepMood, Cao et al.
could determine bipolar disorder using typing interactions
on an end-to-end deep architecture [1]. We explore if DNN
models can be trained to determine multiple emotion states,
happy, sad, stressed, relaxed, based on typing on smartphones.
We develop a DNN model based on Multilayer Percep-

tron (MLP) using typing features like speed, typing mistakes,
special characters and deploy the same on the phone to de-
termine the emotion state. We gather typing data from 15
participants using a custom keyboard and record their self-
reported emotion states in a 3-week study. Our key results
demonstrate that proposed deep learning model can detect
the emotion states with an average accuracy of 80% (std dev.
7.1%). It also reveals that inferring emotion on smartphone
based on this model is not resource-intensive (peak CPU
utilization: 15%, model size: 3.7 KB, model load time: 240 ms,
inference time: 3.2 ms).

2 METHODOLOGY
We develop a custom QWERTY keyboard to trace user’s
typing activities. It is implemented using the Android In-
put Method Editor (IME) facility. We identify typing session,
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defined as the time period spent by the user in a single ap-
plication without changing the same, as users perform text
entry. We extract different typing features like typing speed,
typing errors, typing duration from a session. To ensure user
privacy, we do not store any alphanumeric character.

Once user completes typing in a session, she is probed to
record her emotion during the session. The user is provided
with the option to record any of the four emotions - happy,
sad, stressed, relaxed. These emotions are non-overlapping
and are selected from four different quadrants of emotion Cir-
cumplex model [6] so that the user can distinguish them well
during self-reporting. The self-reported emotion labels col-
lected after typing sessions are used as ground truth. These
are correlated with the features extracted from the corre-
sponding session to construct the emotion detection model.

2.1 Emotion Detection DNN Model
We develop the emotion detection model using Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP). It implements two hidden layers. The
input layer takes 16-dimensional feature input and passes
it through the first hidden layer to obtain a 16-dimensional
output. The second hidden layer takes this as input and
produces a 8-dimensional output, which is fed to the output
layer. It produces 4-dimensional output corresponding to
every emotion. We use softmax activation with cross entropy
loss for classification. Dropout is used for regularization. We
use a dropout rate of 0.2 and batch size as 8.

Feature name Feature description
MSI (Mean session ITD) Avg. of all ITDs in the session
RMSI (Refined MSI) Avg. of non-outlier ITDs in the session
Itdiper , i ∈ {25, 50, 75, 90} ith percentile value of ITDs in the session
Mean_word_time Average time to complete a word
Std_word_time Std dev. of word completion times
Session_dur Duration of the session
Pause_time Sum of ITDs greater than 30 secs.
No_pauses No of ITDs greater than 30 secs.
Abs_session_dur Session_dur - Pause_time
Dur_per_char Session_dur / No. of chars in a session
Dur_per_word Session_dur / No. of words in a session
Backspper % of backspace in the session
Splcharper % of non-alphanumerics in the session

Table 1: Set of features used to construct the typing based
DNN model for emotion detection

We develop personalized model for each user as individual
typing patterns vary [3]. We extract typing features (Table
1) from typing sessions and associate emotion self-reports as
described in Figure 1. In the figure, elapsed time between t1
and t2 is a session, when user performs text entry in What-
sApp uninterruptedly. Each small bar within this session is
a key press event and the elapsed time between two subse-
quent key press is defined as the Inter-Tap Distance (ITD).

Figure 1: Schematic of feature extraction and self-report cor-
relation with a typing session

The mean of all ITDs represents MSI, while the same of non-
outlier (within ± 3 times std dev away frommean) represents
RMSI. Any ITD value greater than 30 seconds is considered
a pause. The sum of all such ITDs in a session represents
pause time. While the total elapsed time between t1 and t2
indicates session duration, subtracting the pause time from
this, we obtain absolute session duration (Abs_session_dur).
The time required to complete a word in a session is obtained
by summing up all ITDs used to record a word (space bar
indicates completion of a word). The mean and std dev. of
word entry times are computed accordingly. The percentage
of backspace and special characters used in a session are also
used as features. These features and emotion self-reports
are fed to the input layer of the DNN to build the emotion
detection model.

3 FIELD STUDY & DATASET
We installed the app in the smartphones of 15 students (12
male, 3 female, aged between 24 - 33 years) and collected 3-
week typing and emotion self-reports data. The participants
were instructed to use the keyboard for typing and emotion
reporting when the survey pop-up appears.

Figure 2: Distribution of emotion self-reports for every user.
For every user, first bar shows the distribution in original
data and the second one shows the distribution after apply-
ing SMOTE. All emotions are almost equally distributed af-
ter applying SMOTE.

The collected dataset is skewed as users often tend to
report relaxed emotion, as observed in other uncontrolled
collection of emotion self-reports also [5]. We overcome data
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imbalance by applying Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
Technique (SMOTE). SMOTE is designed to re-sample the
class (emotion state) with the least number of instances so
that all classes have almost equal samples. After balancing
the dataset, we have in total 8301 typing sessions (on average
553 sessions per user, std. dev. 504.2). We show the distribu-
tion of these typing sessions tagged with different emotion
labels before and after applying SMOTE in Figure 2.

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Model Performance
We perform 10-fold cross validation to evaluate the model.
We report the user-wise classification accuracy and F-score
in Figure 3a. We obtain an average accuracy of 80% (std dev.
7.1%). The minimum accuracy obtained across all users is
69%, while the highest one is 90%. We obtain an average
F-score of 75% (std dev. 7%). We also report the state-wise
F-score in Figure 3b. It is observed that all emotions except
sad are having a F-score more than 70%, while stressed is
detected with an F-score of 92%.
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Figure 3: Emotion classification performance of the pro-
posed DNN model. Error bar indicates standard deviation.

4.2 Resource Overhead
In order to measure resource overhead, we deploy the models
on smartphone. We use Tensorflow to generate the deploy-
able model for Android system. We deploy the models on a
Moto G2 phone. We show the CPU utilization and memory
consumption of the app in Figure 4a, 4b respectively. It is
observed that peak CPU utilization is less than 15%, whereas
the cumulative memory consumption is less than 40MB.

Parameter Mean Std dev
Model size (in KB) 3.7 0.0
Load time (in msec.) 240.5 12.6
Inference time (in msec.) 3.2 9.6

Table 2: User-wise mean and std deviation of trained model
size, model load time and inference time

We also measure trained model size and time required to
load the model file for every user. We compute the average
model size and average load time for every user and report
the same in Table 2.

(a) CPU utilization (b) Memory consumption

Figure 4: Resource overhead in terms of CPU utilization and
memory consumption (peak CPU utilization less than 15%
and cumulative memory consumption less than 40 MB)

Similarly, we compute the average inference time for a test
instance. We randomly select 20% samples from every user
and use corresponding model to predict the outcome. The
time required to infer the emotion for a single test instance is
considered as inference time. We note the average inference
time for all test instances from every user in Table 2 also.
We observe a high standard deviation in inference time. This
is primarily because that first inference usually takes more
time, later on once the model file is loaded, the inference time
is reduced by large amount, thus resulting in high standard
deviation.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of executing DNN
models on smartphone to determine multiple emotion states
based on typing. We develop a MLP based personalized DNN
model based on typing features to determine four emotion
states (happy, sad, stressed, relaxed) and deploy the same on
smartphone. The evaluation of the model reveals that it is
possible to determine these states with an average accuracy
of 80% without major resource overhead.
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